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What is A Species Anyway?!
By Chuck Louch, PTMSC Docent

You’d think that biologists would have answered this question long
ago but they haven’t; it’s still a source of contention. And it’s not a
trivial question because the decision about whether or not to protect a
local population of plants or animals depends on whether it is a “true
species” or merely a local variety of a more widespread species. This
is a very complex and contentious subject so, as you can imagine, bi-
ologists have enunciated many ideas about what a species is. In this,
and the following essay, I will attempt to describe as simply as pos-
sible the three most widely accepted of these ideas.

The earliest descriptions of species were based almost entirely on ana-
tomical features and led to the so-called Morphological Species Con-
cept (MSC), which is essentially the one followed by Linnaeus. For
example, he used the sexual structures of flowers, among other things,
to help classify plants. Incidentally, polite society of his time consid-
ered flowers to be the symbol of purity so the idea that they had sex
was horrifying to them.

In its simplest form, the MSC states that a species is a group of organ-
isms that share a unique combination of morphological features dis-
tinguishing it from all other groups. Put another way, different species
look different. This is not as simple as it sounds because there is al-
ways considerable variation within any group, no two individuals be-
ing identical. Therefore, someone has to decide how much variation
can be tolerated when defining a new species and this always involves
some degree of subjectivity. In order to reduce this subjectivity as much
as possible a formal protocol must be followed when proposing a new
species. Thus, when a biologist describes a new species he or she de-
posits a reference specimen, called a “holotype,” in the research col-
lection of a museum along with a series of specimens to represent varia-
tions within the species due to age, sex, and regional variation. This
collection can then be referred to by anyone working with this or simi-
lar species. Also, a detailed description of the new species, which may
include features such as behavior, physiological characteristics, and

SUMMER OPENING DAY!
Wednesday June 16, 2004

 The Marine Exhibit features animals of the nearshore.
The Natural History Exhibit highlights the rich zone where
the land meets the sea. Summer hours at both Exhibits are

Wednesday through Monday: 11 am to 5 pm.

— SEE SCHEDULE OF SUMMER DAILY PROGRAMS INSERT—

geographical distribution, is published in a professional journal where
people can refer to it.

The MSC is the one we use when identifying a plant or animal by
comparing it with written descriptions and pictures in a field guide or
when using a taxonomic key. It is important to paleontologists since
they usually can’t study behavioral or genetic traits but only physical
remains. So it is of great practical usefulness. But it’s weakness is that
it treats species as static, unchanging entities rather than products and
sources of evolutionary change. It says nothing about how species
arise or change over time. Furthermore, despite all attempts to elimi-
nate subjectivity, it is always there. Those who can tolerate a greater
amount of diversity within their species are called “lumpers” while
those with a lower toleration are “splitters.” If you’re a birder who
keeps a life list you probably love the latter and hate the former.

After Charles Darwin upset the apple cart by showing that species are
not static entities but are continually changing and giving rise to new
forms, biologists felt the need for a new species concept: one that
accommodated these new ideas. And so, the Biological Species Con-
cept (BSC) was enunciated in 1942 by the population geneticist, Ernst
Mayr. He stated: “Species are groups of actually or potentially
interbreeding natural populations which are reproductively isolated
from other such groups.” This definition takes into account the fact
that in nature many species may be broken up by geographic barriers
into discrete populations that could interbreed if the barriers were re-
moved. Thus, Siberian tigers would interbreed with Bengal tigers if
only they could get together so they therefore belong to the same spe-
cies. Interbreeding means that individuals of two populations can mate
freely with one another and produce fully fertile offspring.

… continued on page 3
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Fort Worden Eagles Update:  Kah and Tai

As promised, here’s the update on our local nesting eagle pair, Kah
and Tai. This year they have surprised us with a couple of changes in
their usually predictable behavior. They are raising their chicks at a
new, much smaller nest. Kah seemed to be in charge of this hurried
decision. Then, for reasons only the eagles know for sure, she began
incubating a couple of weeks later than usual.

On or about April 18th, it was evident from Mom eagle’s activity (stand-
ing, feeding, and moving about) that a hatching had occurred. The
first chick was visually verified by “Eagle” Bob Capener on April
24th, finally grown large enough to see.

There were several unsettling events over the next few days. The first,
on April 24th, was the low flying, tumbling, talon “lock up” between
Dad eagle and a pesky juvenile eagle. As they twisted and turned,
falling toward the trees, it was feared a crash landing would injure or

PHOTO: CAROLYN LITTLEFIELD

Mom & Eaglet—
Siete or Ocho?

The Port Townsend Marine Science Center recently received
$40,000 from Foss Maritime for the new Discovery Lab, located
in the marine building on the pier at Fort
Worden State Park, scheduled to open in
April 2005.

The Discovery Lab is a sea-water labora-
tory that will be used for marine research
and education, as well as animal and plant
culturing projects. Students, in partnership with regional scientists,
will have the opportunity to participate in real research that en-
hances the understanding of marine animal and plant life histories,
supports species and habitat restoration and that builds understand-
ing of the complex problems facing citizens of Puget Sound.

“At a time when schools are decreasing funding for hands-on
science, we’re providing lab experience and opportunities for
student involvement in research. The Discovery Lab also gives
students a jump-start on careers in science, natural resources and
maritime-related industry,” said Anne Murphy, Executive Direc-
tor for PTMSC.

kill one of the eagles. As Mom would need assistance in feeding and
protecting the chicks this would be disastrous. Fortunately, the eagles
separated in time and the younger eagle fled to the west.

On the 25th of April a helicopter from the Auto Expo at the fairgrounds
decided to bring a passenger over the nest area to take photos of the
bunkers. It was probably 40–50 feet above the trees, over the nest, and
you know as well as I do, that the racket and winds from the chopper
were horrifying to the adults and the chicks. The harassment was re-
ported to the fairground office, the Fort Worden Park office and the
Seattle branch of the FAA. There were no further helicopter incidents
that day.

By the 5th of May a second chick was observed peeking over the edge
of the nest. Naming chicks is getting to be a chore, so these are now
“Seven and Eight,” or “Siete y Ocho” just for fun.

As spring turns to summer, activity in and around the nest will con-
tinue in a healthy way. Both chicks are currently thriving. Mom and
Dad both hunt for themselves and their young, though Dad does most
of this. Mom often perches over the nest, or nearby in a favored tree
where she can keep her experienced maternal eye on her offspring.

Stay tuned for the progress report
as Siete y Ocho grow and learn,
as young eagles must, in order to
some day soar.

— Alison and Bob Capener

“Space was set aside during our 2001 capital expansion and reno-
vation for this future development,” said Murphy. “Once we were
sure of the best way to enhance our education program for Puget
Sound area students, we approached Foss Maritime, a company that
shares our vision and commitment to the marine environment, edu-
cation and science. To our good fortune, Foss Maritime agreed to
be the lead donor.”

Steve Scalzo, President & CEO of Foss Maritime Company stated,
“We are proud to play a role in the development of the Discovery
Lab and look forward to the lab becoming a first rate, hands-on
student research facility. Clearly, PTMSC continues to be a model
for programs designed to foster interest in marine science education
as well as a point of destination for science students from all over
the region. We wish them great success with the Discovery Lab.”

The success of this project hinges on the Port Townsend Marine
Science Center’s ability to secure the remaining $35,000 required
to complete the project. You can help. Contact Anne Murphy at the
PTMSC (360-385-5582) or send your contribution to: PTMSC—
Discovery Lab, 532 Battery Way, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

Students Will Explore Marine World in New Discovery Lab
ME UPDATE
What a season it has been for spotting nudibranchs! If you are unfa-
miliar with these creatures commonly called sea slugs, come in and
have a docent point one out to you. The name means “naked gill”
and refers to their exposed tentacle-like gill structures called “cereta.”
Nudibranchs come in a variety of colors and forms and get washed
into our tanks with the luck of the draw (the draw of the pump, that
is). These creatures can be a challenge to identify but we have a great
book, Pacific Coast Nudibranchs, featuring most of the nudibranchs
you might see. Picking out the slight differences between these mar-
velously colored sea slugs is a great way to hone your identification
skills. Two species we see regularly, the opalescent nudibranch
(Hermissenda crassicornis) and Janolus fuscus (sorry guys, no com-
mon name), are very similar in appearance and are often confused
with one another. If you think you are seeing either of these species
and are having trouble distinguishing between the two I suggest not
getting too hung up on color, which varies between individuals de-
pending on their maturity, but look at body shape. The opalescent
has a very traditional slug-shaped body with well-defined oral ten-
tacles. Janolus fuscus looks more like a shaggy dog with cerata lining
its entire perimeter and no visible oral tentacles. Nudibranchs really
are incredibly fascinating with amazing variety in color and form.
Taking the time to look at the intricate coloring and watch the fluid
movement of these invertebrates is very rewarding.

Changing topics, I would like to provide a brief introduction to our
incoming summer interns, Janet Aubin and Kaylan Duthie, as I will be
leaving June 15th upon their arrival. Janet is a native Port Townsendite
studying Biology and Geology with an emphasis in Environmental
Education at Macalester College. Kaylan comes to us as a recent gradu-
ate of the University of Hawaii at Hilo with a degree in Marine Sci-
ences and a minor in Biology.
These women will provide a
wealth of knowledge so stop in
and get to know them.

Thank you to everyone I have
had the pleasure of getting to
know. I have learned a tremen-
dous amount in my two and a
half months here. The Marine
Science Center is an amazing
place and I hope to stay in
close contact.

—Alison Ward

NHE UPDATE
Summer is upon us! We will soon be opening our doors six days a
week, 11 am to 5 pm, which means that we need you to volunteer.
Almost everyday of the week is available (except Tuesdays) so we
should fit into your schedule quite nicely! You can find sign up sheets
for both buildings here in the Natural History Exhibit. While you’re
here, don’t forget that we have a scavenger hunt and a fun fossil
matching game to play with the kids. Also, check out our new seis-
mograph. We hope to record earthquakes from all over the world. As
part of a global seismograph network we receive e-mail notice when-
ever an earthquake of magnitude 4 or higher happens anywhere in
the world. Then we can check our recorded seismogram to see if it
registered here in Fort Worden. We can also make our very own
“earthquakes” by jumping around in the classroom! The seismograph
is set up in the classroom and you are always welcome to take the
public back to see it. If you have any questions or want to learn more
about our new educational instrument just ask Judy D’Amore.

Thank you to all you wonderful volunteers!
—Anna Brownstein

Caroline Littlefield for all her hard work on the NHE sandwich
board sign and for creating a table top display that will get us noticed!

Sharon Edwards and AJ Proutt for all the time they put into the gift
shop; ordering, stocking, doing inventory, displaying, and trying to
figure out some of our LITTLE mistakes on the register!

LTF committee consisting of Marilyn Hudson, Karen DeLorenzo,
Bruce Hudson, Dick Pierce, Joan Goff, Barbara Cook, AJ Proutt,
Sharon Edwards, Wilma Hackman, Dave Sterritt, Sandy Wolf,
Nancy Israel, and Katherine Jensen for putting it into high gear in
preparation for July 3rd. One more month to go … you can do it!

Karen DeLorenzo, Judy McCutchen, Gus McCutchen, Wilma
Hackman and Alysha Waters for working the PTMSC table at vari-
ous festivals. Such fine representatives for the Marine Science Center!

Jean Walat, Chris MacLachlan, Barb Bowen, Zach Winters-
Staszak—for posting our monthly program flyers (and sometimes
additional flyers and brochures) around town!

Johanna King for hosting a number of PI cruises. I hear that you
really know your birds too—thanks for sharing the knowledge!

Gus McCutchen for his continued support with all our computer
woes—you have been a trooper through some tough e-mail puzzles.

Eelgrass Bundlers for all the help that was given toward the Resto-
ration Project under the new Maritime Center dock—you guys really
got your hands wet, cold and somewhat slimey!

Docents and Greeters in the NHE for hanging in there all winter
and those of you in the ME for jumping back on board for our Spring
opening. Without you we are lost!

Bud Kannenberg for all his great hugs, strong encouragement and
for sharing this special quote with me: “In every community, there is
work to be done. In every nation there are wounds to heal. In every
heart there is the power to do it.” (Marianne Williamson).

THANKS ARE IN ORDER FOR …

Geology … continued from page 6

and shifted their courses abruptly as the ice melted. Sometimes dams
of ice collapsed, allowing tremendous torrential flow.” (2)

Those layers in the north facing bluffs of Fort Worden hill: sediment
from the winds and glacier lakes? The deep channels of Puget Sound
and Hood Canal: carved by raging, debris-loaded rivers under and
around the ice? I walk through the Natural History Exhibit with a
freshened sense of place and of those times, our home and its history.

References:
(1) Holmes, H., in Discovering a Sense of Place, NW Earth Inst., p. I-3.
(2) Pielou, E.C.:  After the Ice Age, p.2.
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There are two advantages to this definition. First, it provides a clear
cut, apparently unambiguous criterion for deciding whether popula-
tions that differ from one another in some way belong to the same or
different species and second, it is derived from one of the more impor-
tant theories about how speciation occurs. Put very simply, this theory
states that if two or more populations of a particular species become
segregated from each other, as by geographical barriers, so that no
gene exchange can occur between them (they can’t interbreed) they
will diverge from one another over time through the collection of ge-
netic mutations and natural selection, until eventually they will be un-
able to interbreed even if the original barriers disappear. The popula-
tions will be reproductively isolated and so have become different spe-
cies by the definition. This might conceivably happen to Siberian and
Bengal tigers in time, provided they aren’t wiped out beforehand.

Once established, reproductive isolation may be maintained by a vari-
ety of mechanisms. The most basic of these operates at the cellular
level when the two sets of chromosomes possessed by a hybrid indi-
vidual, one set from each parent, are so different from each other that
the normal process of gamete production can’t occur and the indi-
vidual is sterile. Thus in a mule, one set of its chromosomes comes
from its equine parent and the other set from its donkey parent so that,
“In the world of mules there are no rules.” Differences in courtship
behavior may prevent individuals of different species from respond-
ing appropriately to each other, or the species may breed at different
times, or in different habitats, or they may be anatomically incompat-
ible. These are just a few of a large number of factors that might bring
about reproductive isolation.

Although the BSC is conceptually pleasing to biologists and is the
dominant concept today, it does have its problems. Most importantly,
it can apply only to organisms that exchange genetic material by means
of sexual reproduction and can’t apply to asexually reproducing forms
such as bacteria and some plants such as the common dandelion (Tarax-
acum officinale). The former reproduce by simple cell division while
the latter does so by means of unfertilized eggs, a process called par-
thenogenesis. In either case, individuals cannot exchange genes with
each other so that a population consists of many clones, each geneti-
cally isolated from the others. Is each of these clones a different spe-
cies? Indeed, is each individual a distinct species? How many species
of dandelion do you have in your lawn?

Because of this problem, and others that I will discuss in my next
essay, some biologists have abandoned the BSC and have turned
to other species concepts, one of which I will discuss next time. So
stay tuned!

What is A Species … continued from page 1

PHOTO: GREG LASLEY PHOTO: PAUL CANOVER

Cordilleran Flycatcher Pacific Slope Flycatcher

Recently the Western Flycatcher has been divided into two species, above.
They are separable in the field only by the males’ calls. Are these really new
species or just products of the human mind?

From the Director ...

Museum Advancement

and Excellence
The PTMSC has received funding to participate in a national Museum
Assessment Program, MAP, focusing on governance. A governance
assessment will help the Board of Directors, Advisory Board and Ex-
ecutive Director examine structure, roles and responsibilities. It will
enhance our ability to advance the organization’s mission and engage
in effective planning. The assessment has three parts: self-study, peer
review and implementation.

This will be our second experience with the Institute of Museum and
Library Services MAP program. We participated in an assessment fo-
cusing on overall operation of the PTMSC in 1997–98. That experi-
ence prepared us for launching our capital project in 1999. It was an
excellent professional development opportunity then and I know this
new assessment will be equally valuable.

The timing couldn’t be better. We’ve expanded our facilities and pro-
grams, we’ve forged new partnerships, strengthened old ones and
we have four new board members on the team. This is an oppor-
tune time to dig in and learn how we can be more effective in advanc-
ing the PTMSC.

MSC PENMSC PENMSC PENMSC PENMSC PEN
Newsletter of Marine Science Center Volunteers

June/July 2004
Volume XI, No. 5

Seth Raymond

Port Townsend Marine Science Center
Fort Worden State Park � 532 Battery Way � Port Townsend, WA 98368
(360) 385-5582 ext. 112 � volunteer@ptmsc.org

MARHABA (HELLO) FROM BAGHDAD!
Sophia (Anna Bachmann) here. Remember me? I know that the Spring Season at
the Center is in full swing now and the volunteers and staff are probably busy
with school programs and running the exhibits. I’ve heard that you are having a
warm and dry spring. Well, I’m having a very hot spring here in Baghdad (it’s
already hotter than the hottest day of summer in the Northwest and I’m told that
the heat is only beginning). I hope you have been able to follow my activities on
my weblog (peacework.blogspot.com) via the Internet. I’ve certainly been keep-
ing busy! I’ve been teaching English Conversation at the University of Baghdad;
helping a young man with MS get medical attention; helping to support aid work-
ers that traveled into Fallujah during the worst of the fighting; researching and
reporting on issues such as depleted uranium, pollution and homelessness in Iraq.
My latest plan is to start a Tigres River project, which includes boating down the
river through the city of Baghdad to look at all the pollution problems along the
river and to allow Iraqis, who for many years could not even access large sections
of the river, an opportunity to see that the river belongs to them.

—Anna Bachmann

UPCOMING EVENTS/CLASSES

Saturday, June 12th: 9:30 am–noon Natural History Docent/Greeter Training for new
and returning volunteers. Brush up on your Natural History knowledge. We will do
another round-robin with some of our expert docents and greeters in the NHE!

Geology Study Group: Join the Geology Study Group every 2nd and 4th Tuesday of
the month at 5:15 pm for their discussions at the NHE and feel free to join any of their
field trips (next one scheduled for June 20th). Call Jim Oakland at 360-379-6561 or e-
mail him at jhoakland@olympus.net.

Exhibit Docents and Greeters—With Summer Hours starting on June 16th (11:00 am
–5:00 pm, Wednesday–Monday), we will need all you past, present and future docents
and greeters to come sign up for some shifts! The volunteer shifts in both buildings are
from 11 am–2 pm and 2–5 pm. It would be REALLY helpful if volunteers could sign-up
well in advance of your days of preference! You can call in to get scheduled at 385-5582
ext. 112.

Low Tide Festival—As you probably know, this is a really big event for which over
100 volunteers come together. This year’s July 3rd Festivities are shaping up, thanks to
the LTF committee, and now it is time to start signing up for your area of interest—
so check your calendars and let Jean know at 385-5582 ext. 112, when and how you
can help!

Green Crab Surveys—Help trap green crabs in Sequim Bay, Discovery Bay, Hood
Canal and both sides of the cut at Indian Island. If interested, contact: Ann Eissinger of
Nahkeeta Northwest Wildlife Services at 360-766-6008.

MSC Pen Assistant—The Volunteer Coordinator is seeking help in the following areas;
using Pagemaker, manipulation of graphics, proofreading, editing, & bulk mailing.

GEOLOGY AND A SENSE OF PLACE
BY JIM OAKLAND

Coming to Port Townsend a year and a half ago
was, in so many ways, like coming home. Not
that I had ever lived here. Indeed it was more like
feeling a deep sense of place, “my place,” “home.”

“‘Find your home,’ bioregionalists advise. ‘Go
home and stay there. This means that you need
to study one place. You need to learn the eco-
logical history of your place and know its
rhythms and its weaknesses, its wounds and its
strengths, … become intimate with the species
and natural conditions that share your patch of
ground …’” (H. Holmes) (1).

Geology is basic. All life forms depend on this.
So I shortly began to read about the geology of
Puget Sound and Quimper Peninsula, to observe
the land forms, to ask questions.

Quimper Peninsula is Pleistocene. It was shaped
especially by the last 20,000 years, the time since
the most recent ice sheets spread over our re-
gion. In After the Ice Age, there is that fascinat-
ing idea, viz., to use our imagination to aid our
understanding of science.

“Most people are aware that half of North
America was once covered by an ice sheet kilo-
meters thick, and they marvel at the contrast
between conditions then and now. Not nearly
so many try to visualize the remarkable scenery
of intervening times while the ice was in the
process of melting. Sometimes windswept deserts
developed when fierce winds, unimpeded by
vegetation, picked up the sand and dust uncov-
ered by the retreating ice sheets and built it into
huge dunes. At other times forests invaded the
margin of the ice itself. For long periods [there
were lakes] on which massive icebergs floated
and whose northern shores consisted of tall cliffs
of ice. Swift rivers flowed along the ice margin

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

… continued on page 7

Welcome to New Staff

New? Not exactly …  The PTMSC is thrilled to
have Judy D’Amore back on staff. In addition to
being a founder in 1982, Judy was the first paid
seasonal naturalist ever to work at the PTMSC.
Between teaching contracts in Kitsap and Jefferson
Counties, serving in the Peace Corps in Panama,
completing her Masters program at the University
of Washington and developing the original educa-

tion program for the Menzies Project, Judy has stayed active with the
PTMSC as a volunteer, consultant and devoted friend.

In her new position, Judy serves as lead educator for the Natural His-
tory program—developing classes for school students, interpreting the
Fort Worden State Park site for visitors, designing comprehensive
trainings for K–12 teachers and providing training opportunities for
volunteers and docents. She’ll also continue fostering our partnership
with Burke Museum curators, regional scientists and agency staff to
ensure that we’re incorporating the most recent science and technol-
ogy into our programs.
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Student
Zachary Winters Staszah

INDIVIDUAL
Marge Abraham
Wendy Beall
Mary Lou Boegehold
Carole Chenoweth
Nichole Chimenti
Randy Cooper
Geoff Custer
Patricia Derouchey
Nancy Giebink
Joan Celia Goff
Art Greenberg
Bruce Homstad
Nancy Israel
Nel Jones
Gerald Larson
Margaret Lee
Sallie Luers
Heather Mack
Brian McLaughlin
Shirley Nelsen
Paula Orkand
Chris Ota
Vince Pinto
Mike & Kay Smallwood
Jane Thingvold
Floie Vane
Claudia Welch

FAMILY
Marilyn & Jim Adensam
Leslie Aickin
Peggy Albers

& Michael Aubin
Carol Jane Bangs

& Denis Dignan
Joseph Bednarik

& Liesl Slabaugh
Karen Boegehold

& Gerald Braude
Jenna & Bruce Brod
Pamela Bryant

& Ronald Groves
Cassella-Blackburn family
Richard & Esther Conway
Dorothy & Arthur Curren
Janet Dallett

& David Mathieson
Leo & Pat DeGrijs
Olympic Rhododendron

Society
George, Donna

& Cassie Earl
Mary-Cathern

& Bob Edwards
Margie Fellows
David & Terri Fess
George Fisler

Donna Frary
& Barry McLane

Judy Friesem & Kim Bush
Margaret & Clive Gee
Steven Goldenbogen
Elsa & Imants Golts
Chris Gompert

& Michelle Fogus
Jim & Bonnie

Hanson-Buckley
John & Beverly Henderson
Ingegerd Hill
Gloria Hill & Merrill Coulse
Penney Hubbard

& Michael Ewing
Maren Johnson
Tammie & James Jones
David & Gail Karges
Penny & Randal Kelley
Janke Kolff
Jane & Charlie Kopriva
Ellen Larkin & Dan Packard
Maury & Marian Lindvall
Melanie McGrory

& Henner Schroder
Raven McMillen

& Katy Morse
Ellen Mosolf
The Neville Family
Dick & Norma Owsley
Lorin Perry
Michelle Poore
Marilyn & Lawrence Porter
A.J. & Jerry Proutt
Karen & Harvey Putterman
Jeff & Shelly Randall
Tom & Beverly Riley
Cheri & Al Scalf
Schumacher-Brevik family
Ned Schumann
Heidi Sewall
Grant & Wenona Sharpe
Richard & Nancy Shipley
Pat & John Simpson
Tom & Judith Smith
Stephanie Snyder
Barbara & Dave Sterritt
The Szychowski family
Kim, Jesse, Lauren

& Audrey Thacker
Ginny & Bob Treche
Paul & Barbara Webster
George & Beth Wheeler
Keith & Catherine White
Michael Wiegers

& Kate Garfield
Hugh & Ruth Winn
Vicki Young

FRIEND
Paul & Joyce Anderson
Lynn Anderson

& Peter Albrecht
Frank & Betty Bellinghausen
Virginia & Welden Clark
Robert & Helen Cleveland
Ardith Cole
Kathryn Edens
Betty Faulkner
Helen & Paul Frenzen
Lorraine K. Friedrich
Mary Griep
Lois Marie Hansen
Jim & Dorothy Hermanson
Barbara Lloyd
Charles Lovekamp
& Karen Elliott
Bruce & Teri McComas
Bill & Laurie Medlicott
Tom & Fran Murkowski
Dr. & Mrs. Bud Stavney
Joan Thomas
Washington State Parks
Coleman White & Sally Davis
Virginia Wolf

SUSTAINING
Jim Bender, MD

& Ann Venables
The Davis Family
Jean Dunbar
Cynthia Frech & Jerry Kennedy
Rachel & Joe Gaspers
William & Mary Jane Gossmann
Frank Handler
Kelly Janes
Katherine Jensen
Robert Kay
Gary Pascoe
Richard Pierce

BUSINESS
Laura Blake
The Bayview
Judy & Mike Cavett
Fair Winds Winery
Jim Johannssen
Coastal Geologic Services, Inc.

OCTOPRESS SPONSOR
Linda Germeau
American Marine Bank

SPONSOR
Rex & Reba Bates

ANNUAL APPEAL DONORS
Cameron & Roger McPherson
Joan Fisher
Arline Lillian
Doris Thurston

NEW & RENEWING MEMBERS
Thanks! To our New & Continuing Members! The following folks have either joined
or renewed their PTMSC membership since the Spring ’04 OCTOPRESS was sent!

We STILL need:

★ 12'–16' aluminum skiff

★ Portable CD player and headphones (that
cover your ears completely)

★ 3’ x 4' portable white board

★ Wood cabinet for enclosing seismograph.
Custom construction, simple but sturdy. 3’x
2’x 2'. Call Judy D’Amore: 385-5582 ext. 204

★ Do you have a few kitchen items to share?
We are stocking our new intern trailer and
need a few dishes and cooking utensils. Call
Cinamon: 385-5582 ext. 109

If you can help with any of the above items
please call 360-385-5582 ext. 104 or

e-mail info@ptmsc.org

Many Thanks to …

An anonymous donor who recently sold his boat for $3,500
and donated the proceeds to the PTMSC!
Dan Darrow for placing the information ad for PTMSC in the
Port Ludlow directory.
Linda Clemens for the gift of a computer monitor and a printer.
Caroline Littlefield for being our photographer.
Dudley Klopfer for the lamp for the Natural History Exhibit.

More in MSC Pen …
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Seth Bender Memorial
Summer Camp Scholarship Fund

2004 marks the PTMSC’s sixteenth
summer camp season. Each year the
PTMSC receives requests for financial
assistance from families located
throughout the Puget Sound area. To
assist these families, in 2001 we estab-
lished the Seth Bender Memorial
Scholarship Fund, in memory of a
young man who felt passionately about
integrating nature in our daily lives.

This fund provides much needed finan-
cial assistance for children from fami-
lies of limited means to participate in
these enrichment camps and reduces
the barriers that economic hardship im-
poses. We are seeking contributions for
the 2004 season. They can be sent to:

Seth Bender
Memorial Scholarship Fund

Port Townsend Marine Science Center
532 Battery Way

Port Townsend, WA 98368

Rock Out at Camp

this Summer!
Kids love the Port Townsend Marine Science Center camps,
enjoying a hands-on learning experience while exploring cool
things about marine life and the Earth’s history.

Marine Science Day Camp July 12–16 Ages 8–12
Campers are immersed in creative and scientific activities;
looking for brittle stars, pulling a seine net through eelgrass
beds to learn where young fish hide and observing micro-
scopic life that lives in the sea.

Marine Science Overnight Camp July 25–31 Ages 9–13
In addition to activities for the day camp, overnighters get to
explore other marine ecosystems on the Olympic Peninsula.
Field trips, beach hikes, marine labs and creative project time
give kids a chance to learn cool stuff about marine life.

Kids Will Rock Out with Rock ’n Fossil Day Camp August
2–6 Ages 9–14
Campers explore the geology of the shoreline and life histo-
ries of the animals living there. Kids get to build skeletons of
marine mammals, learn about mysteries of the bluff and make
connections between fossil animals and the animals of today.

For more information about any of these programs please
call the Port Townsend Marine Science Center at 385-5582,
go to the website at www.ptmsc.org or e-mail the Center at
camps@ptmsc.org. Inspire your young scientist and create
fun memories to last a lifetime!

at the Port Townsend Marine Science Center

LIFE ON THE EDGELIFE ON THE EDGELIFE ON THE EDGELIFE ON THE EDGELIFE ON THE EDGE
Saturday, July 3rd, 9 am to 5 pm at the beach

◆ Beach walks every half hour—9:15–10:15—with Naturalists
◆ Fish printing—bring your own t-shirts or purchase one here
◆ Sand sculpture—with prizes
◆ Gray whale skeleton construction
◆ Live music all day
◆ Geology bluff walks in the afternoon
◆ Marine and Natural History Exhibits
◆ Presenters relating to Life on the EdgLife on the EdgLife on the EdgLife on the EdgLife on the Edgeeeee—

throughout the day

Amazing details of sea creatures, unable to be seen by the naked eye,
will be revealed through the use of micro imaging by Dr. Elaine Humphrey,
Director of the Bio-Imaging Facility at the University of British Columbia.
Find out about unusual jetsam and flotsam that washes ashore on Wash-
ington Beaches from the Department of Fish & Wildlife’s Alan Rammer.
Current problems involving shellfish will be explored by staff from the
Point Whitney Shellfish Lab, who will also have two of their research
boats tied up at the dock. As part of a SCUBA dive coordinated by Wes
Nicholson of PNW Critter Watchers, you’ll have the opportunity to see
the creatures that live below the surface near the pier that houses the
Marine Exhibit.

For a complete schedule, visit www.ptmsc.org and click “Low Tide Fest.”
Admission is $6 for adults, $4 for youth and children under 5 are free.
PTMSC and Burke Museum members receive a $1 discount.
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